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PRE;FACE 
The study of cohomologies of algebras (associative or non-, 
associative) has been a central pr:oblem in,homological algebra due to 
its important direct application to algebraic topology. On the other 
hand, it has been recognized during the .last five years that the ,ap-
proach of, categorical algebra hae a penetrating influence ·on .. homolog-
ical algebra (for example, see Eilenberg and Moore [5]). 
It.is known that the ·notion of a (co)triple, or equivalently, a 
I 
pair of adjoint functors, provides a most con,.venient and practical, 
tool,for defining cohomologies (see Eilenberg and Moore,[6), Barr [1]~, 
Barr and Beck {2], Beck [3],. Shimada, Uehara and Brenneman (10]). 
Many known chomologies have been found to appear as cotriple cohomolo-
gies. In fact, it has been.shown in [10] that cotriple cohomology can 
·be interpreted as a relative cohomology theory, thus. unifying the 
various cohomol.ogy theor-:i:;es,,:6or·a· specified category. 
Glassman [7] has discussed, among other thiµgs, the Hochsc~ild 
and Shukla cohomologies for associathi-e al~ebras. Barr and Beck [1-2] 
have shown,that these can.be interpreted as cotriple cohomologies. 
The main purpose of this paper is to present two cotriple cohomologies 
for Lie algebras (non-associative); one· is- compa-red -_with the Hochschild 
cohomolog_y £or Lie .algebras and the other is compared with Shuida'.s 
co.homology. for Lie .algebras. In, order to .facilitate· t~e latt.er coni-
parison; Shukla's work is presented in a categorical setting. 
Chapter I contains a description of the Hochschild cohomology of 
Lie algebras in terms of their associative enveloping algebras, as 
defined by Cartan and Eilenberg {4 ]. In Chapter :i:r Shukla' s cohomol-
ogy of Lie algebras [11] is generalized from the viewpoint of categor-
ical algebra and some new results are obtained for the low-.dimensional ·• 
modules. 
The two cotriples are constructed in Chapter III, on~ giving a 
cohomology for modules over an algebra and the other, presented by 
H. Uehara [ 12 ], giving a cohomology for Lie algebras. In Chapter IV 
it is shown that the former cotriple may be used to obtain the 
Hochschild cohomology of Lie algebras (with a dimension shift) and 
the cotriple cohomology for Lie algebras is shown to agree with 
Shukla's cohomology in the.low-dimensional module. 
A su_mmary of results an.cl a presentation of some problems for 
further research are·given in Chapter V. 
The notation and the terminology of MacLane "T~l are used exten-
sively in ~his paper. Numbers in brackets refer to an entry in the 
Bibliography. 
I am indebted to my friend and aqviser Professor Hiroshi Uehara. 
He has conveyed to me a spirit of mc:ithematics and he has patiently 
encouraged and guided me in the writing of this paper. I am grateful 
to my wife Shi17ley; her love and her interest in mathematics have 
been a constant source of help to me. The National Science Foundation 
has partially supported me during my graduate studies and I wish to 
thank those who helped me-obtain these funds. 
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CHAPTER I 
HOCHSCHILD COHOMOLOGY OF LIE ALGEBRAS 
In this chapter, Risa commutative ring with unity 1. Tensor 
products and Hom functors will be over R unless indicated otherwise. 
H. Cartan and S. Eilenberg [4] have defined the cohomology groups of 
a Lie algebra Las the Hochschild cohomology groups of its enveloping 
e 
algebra L • Since an exp:lic.i:t ~formulation will be needed in Chapter 
IV, this theory is included he.re.; .see Hochschild [ 8] and Mac Lane [ 9 J • 
1. Lie Algebras, Enveloping Algebras, Modules over Lie Algebras 
Definition 1.1: A graded R-module Lis a Lie algebra if and only 
if there exists· an R-homomorphism [ s]: L ® L --+-L of degree· zero sat is-
fying (1) [x,x] = 0 if the degree of x (denoted by lxl) is even, (2) 
[x,y] = (-l)lxlfyl+lfy,x], and (3) (-1) 1x11z1 [x,r,[.y,zJI + (-l)IYI\XI 
[y,r[:z,x]] + (-1) lzlfyl [z,[x,y]] = 0 (Jacobi identity). A non-graded 
Lie algebra is a Lie algebra L such that L = 0 for all n>O. 
n 
Remark: For a non-'graded Lie algebra the three conditions above 
are (1) [x,x] = O, (2) [x,y] = - [y,x], (3) [x, [y,z]] 
+ [y,[z,x]] +[z,[x,y]] = 0 for all x,y,z e L. Unless specified, all 
modules, algebras, and Lie algebras are graded. 
Definition 1.2: If Land L' are iie algebras, then a morphism of 
~ algebras f:L~L 1 is an R-homomorphism of degree zero satisfying 
f([x,y]) = [f(x),f(y)] for all ~,y e L. 
/ 
1 
2 
The tensor algebra T(L) of an R-module Lis the R-module given by 
T(L) = R + 
0 
Ln (Ln -- ~ f ) d f h L 11:>1 .,, ® L, n actors , an or eac 
0 > 0 0 0 
n=l 
n>o,T(L)n 
i +· '·+i =n 1 n 
in T(L) is defined by x ® y. 
® L. , where the multiplication x.y 
1. 
n 
Definition 1.3; e The enveloping_ algebra L-- of a Lie algebra Li~ 
the quotient algebra T(L)/I, where I is the two-sided ideal in T(L) 
genetated by elements of the form x ® y - (-1) IXIIYI y ® x - [x,y] for 
x,y e L. 
Definition 1.4: If Lis a Lie algebra, then an R-module Mis 
called a left L-module if and only if there exists an R-homomorphism 
L ®M~M of degree zero satisfying [x,y]'m = x· (y'm) 
lxllyl 
- (-1) y" (x'm) for all x,y e: L and. for all m e: M. Similarly, 
.right L-modtiles may be defined. 
Lemma 1.1: The:te exists an R-homomorphism i:L---+Le .such that 
i([x,y]) = i(x)'i(y) - (=l)lxllyl i(y)'i(x) for all x,y e:. L. 
Proof: Consider T(L) as an R-module, that is, R + L + L ® L +''' 
and define j: L -+T (L) by j(x) = x for any x ~- L. Define i = pj. 
where p is the natural projection T(L)~Le. Then i([x,y]) 
(pj)([x,y]J' = p([x,y:]) = p (x ® y -(-1) !xllyly ®x) = p(x) ® p(y) 
_ (-l) lxllyl p (y) ® p (x) = (pj) (x) ® (pj) (y) 
.. (~l)lxllyl (pj)(y) ® (pj)(x') = L(x)'.i(y) - (-l)txllyl i(y)•i(x). 
Proposition 1.1: Mis a left L-module if and only if it is a 
·e left L - module. 
Proof: Assume that Mis a left L-module. Then M has a left 
T(L)-module structure given by l·m = m, (x 1 ® ·' · ® xn)·m 
= x · (' · · (x · (x ·m))··· ). Any element~ in the ideal I of T(L) is 1 n-1 n ;;, 
of the form (a(x ® y -(-1) \XI\YI y ® x -[x,y])~), where a, ~ e T(L) and 
x, y e: 1. Then l;'m = a((x ® y)• (~·m) - (-1) \XIIYI (y ® x)· (~·m) 
- [x~y]• (~·in)) = a(x• (y-m' ) = (-l)Jx:Hyl y• (x·m') - x· (Y"m'') 
+ (-1)\xllyly-(x·m')) = O, where m' = ~·m. Therefore there is the in"" 
duced left Le-module structure for M. Conversely:, assume that Mo 
e e is a left 1 -module" Then there exists cp:L ® M ~Mo Define 
i\ = cp•(i ® lML where i is as in lerrnn.a 1.1. Therefore i\([x;y] ® m) 
= i([x,y])·m = [x,y].m by identifying [x,y] and i([x,y]). Since 
cp(i([x,y]) ® m) = (i(x)'i(y))·m - (-1) lx\ly\ (i(y)'i{x))~m bylemma Ll 
and since i\(x © A(y IR) m) - (-1) IX\\YI y ® 11.tx ® m)) = cp(i(x)@ i\(y ® m) 
- (-1)\~I~ i(y) ® i\(x ® m)) = i(x)'i\(y ® m) ~ (-1) I~\~ i(y)'i\(x ® m) 
i(x)· (i(y)·m) - (-1) lxlly\ i(y)· (i(x)·m) = (i(x)· i(y)).·m 
- (=1) lxllYI (i(y)• i(x))·m, we have [x,y] ·m = x·i(y-m) - (-1) IXIIYI Y' (x·m). 
Hence Mis a left 1 - module. 
2. The Hochschild Cohomology of an Associative Algebra 
In this section, let A be an augmented R-algebra with augmen-
tation e: 1\.--"J»R, unit 11: R--'"l>A ., and multiplication µ:A®.A___.,..A, 
Denote the augmentation ideal of A by Q, that is, Q = ker e. 
Definition 1.5: The bimodule bar resolution B(A,I\.) of A is the 
chain complex 
' al an 
0 ~-h----~B0 (A,l\.)~Bl (A,/\.)~''· ~---,,Bn-l (A,/\.)~----> 
8
-1 ~o dn-1 
where B0 (A,A) =A® A, Bn(A,A) =A® Qn ® A 
3 
(Qn = Q. ® ... ® Q~ n factors), COd ]A')= H' and on(i\[11.11 '''111.nli\') 
n-1 
11.11.l[11.2l'''l11.n]r,.' + L (-l/ 11.[11.1l'"l11.i11.i+11"'l11.n]11.' 
i=l 
+ (-l)n 11.[11.11 ••• l11.n_ 1]11.n11.' for 11.,11.'e A and 11.1 ,··· ,11.n e Q for n>o. 
Following MacLane [9L the notations 11.[11.1 l 000 l11.n]11.' and 11.[ ]11.' are 
used to denote 11. ® 11. (81 ••• ® 11. .® 11.' and 11. ® 11.' respectively. 1 n 
Remarks: Each B (A,A) is a A- bimodule with scalar multipli-
n 
cation given by the multiplication in A; 
namely A~ : 
cpA : Bn(A,fl.) ® A---.Bn(A,A) i13 given by 1 ® µ.. Since B(A,A) 
II A ® Qn 
has a contracting homotopy s defined by s_ 1 (11.) = 1[ ]11., and 
4 
sn(id11.11 .. ·l)..n]11.') = l[~l11.1l 000 IAn]A' for n:?:o, where~ =·11. - 11e(11.) e:Q, 
it is an R-split exact resolution of A, 
Definition 1.6: Let M be a A-bimodule. The Hochschild 
n 
cohomology of __ JLwith coefficients in M is defined by H (A,M) 
n 
= H (HomA-11.(B(A,A),M)). 
If fl. is augmented, R can be considered as a left A-module by 
using the augmentation. Then we have 
Definition 1.7: The left bar resolution B(A) of the left 
A-module R is the chain complex 
where B (A) 
O' 
n-1 
+I 
i=l 
for all n>o. 
The contracting homotopy tis given by t_ 1 (1) =1[ ] and 
t (fl. [ fl. I ' · ' I fl. ] ) = 1[ ~ ·1 fl. I" ' I fl. ] for n:.::o , where ~ = "- - 'Yl. e: (fl.) . 
n 1 n 1 n '' 
Therefore B(A) is an R-split exact resolution of R~ 
It is well known that B (A) is chain isomorphic to B (A,A) ®KR 
with differentials on ®A lR. 
If Mis a left A-module and if A is augmented then we may form 
the A-bimodule M by pull-back along the augmentation. Specifically, 
e: 
define M ® A -+M by m' 11. = e: (11.)m for any m e: M and for any "- e: A, 
Since (A.'m)'fl. 1 = e:(A. 1 )(11.'m) = 11.' (e:(11. 1 )m) = ·11.' (m'"-'L M is a 
e: 
A-bimodule. 
Propes it ion 1. 2: If Mis a left A-module and if A is augmented, 
then the Hochschild cohomology of A with coefficients in M is 
e: 
isomorphic to Hn(HomA(B(A),M)), where B(A) is the left bar resolution 
of R. 
Proof: See MacLane [9] on page 287. 
3. The Hochschild Cohomology of a Lie Algebra 
e If Lis a Lie algebra over R then L is augmented. Since 
T (L) = R + L +·' ·, there is an augmentation e:': T (L)_. R defined by 
the projection on the direct sunnnand R of T(L). Then T~(L) = Im :,i' 
+ker e:', where T1': R~T(L) is the natural injection. 
5 
e If p:T(L)-.+-L is the natural projection, then ker pc ker e' so that 
there is the induced augmentation Et: Le ~R with the property e:p = e:'. 
·e Then L = Im T1 + ker e:, where~= p'f1'· 
Definition 1. 8: Let L be a Lie algebra over R and let M be a left 
L-module. The Hochschild cohomology_£!__!! with coefficients in Mis 
It follows from propositions 1.1 and 1.2 that 
Rn (L ,M) ~ Rn (Hom (B (Le) ,M)). 
Le 
Proposition 1.3: Let L be a non-graded Lie algebra over Rand 
let M be a left L-module. Then H0 (L,M) is isomorphic to the R-module 
of invariant elements of M, denoted by ML, and H1 (L,M) is isomorphic 
to the R-module of all crossed homomorphisms f: Q __.,,M reduced modulo 
the principal crossed nomomorphisms. 
Proof: From the left bar resolution B(Le) of R we obtain the 
cochain complex: 
* * dl d2 
O~Hom (R,M)-~ Hom (Le ,M)--~-,. Hom. (Le® Q,M) __ __....,. 
~ ~ ~ 
where Q is the augmentation ideal of Le. 0 •k ,'c H (L,M) ker d1 - im E: 
......_, Hom . (R,M) ~ and ML = [m e: M / Am = 0 for all A e Q}. Define 
Le . 
p(f) f(l) for all f E: Hom (R,M). Then 11.•f(l) 
Le 
f ( e (\) • 1) O for 
L 
all A e Q so that p (f) E: M . Defining 0(m) (r) = rm for all m E: M 
and r E: R, we have 0(m)(11.·r) 0(m)(e:(11.)r) - e(A)rm 11.·rm 
11.'0(m)(r) so that 0(m) e Hom (R,M). Since p(0(m)) 
. . . Le 0(m)(l) 
= m and 0(p(f))(r) = r p(f) = rf(l) f(r), p0 and 0p are identities 
d h o(. )""' L an t erefore H L,M === M. A .1-cocycle g:Le ®Q--..M satisfies 
O. Define adjoint isomorphisms 
6 
Hom (Q,M)-., cp "> Hom e (Le ® Q ,M) by cp(f) (a ® q) = af (q) and v(g) (q) 
* L 
e . e 
= g(l ® q), where f:Q ::-">M, g:L ® Q ~M, a e: L , and q e Q. There-
fore for a 1-cocycle g we have x1 *(g)(X2 ) - *(g)(X1X2 ) = O, that is, 
Hence cd1 (1 ® ·X) = c (A) = A.' c (1)= g (1 ® X) = v(g) (X), tliat is, 
f(X) = i\m 
0 
for any A e Qll where f:Q .... Mand m = c(l). 
0 
7 
CHAPTER II 
SHUKLA COHOMOLOGY OF .LIE ALGEBRAS 
In this chapter Risa commutative ring with unity 1 in which th~ 
element 2 is invertible, that is, there exists reR such that 2r = 1, 
Unless specified, all tensor products are over Rand all modules, 
algebras and Lie algebras are graded, 
U. Shukla in [ 11] has introduced a cohomology theory for Lie 
algepras over R, This theory is generalized here in a categorical 
setting and some new results are discussed at the end of the chapter. 
L 0 The Category({,~) 
Definition 2.1: A Lie algebra Lis a graded differential Lie 
algebra if and only if 1 is a graded differential R-module and 
d([x,y]) = [d(x),y] + (-1) lxl[x,d(y)], A morphism of ,&Faded differ-
ential Lie algebras f:L~L' is a morphi~m of Lie algebras satisfying 
f d = d'f for all n::::l, where d and d 1 are the differentials in L 
n-1 n n n 
and L' respectively, 
Definition 2.2: For a fixed graded differential Lie algebra L, 
the category of graded differential Lie algebras over b, denoted by 
(i,1), has as its objects, morphisms y:L'~L of graded differential 
Lie algebras, and as its morphisms, morphisms 
ferential Lie algebras such that the triangle 
8 
f: Lf-~12 of graded dif-
f 1 1 · 1 2 commutes, Y~/t2 
L 
In particular, denote by (t,,) 0 the category of non-graded Lie 
algebras overi, that is, Lin;(. and~ are non-graded Lie algebras. 
2. The Functor 6 
Let (~,~) denote the category of graded diff~rential nonassocia-
9 
tive algebras over a fixed non-graded Lie algebra 1, defined analogous 
to definitions 2.1 and 2.2. This section presents the construction of 
a covariant functor 6:(~,,> 0 ~(~,°J-). 
Suppose y:L~bj. is in (t,61') 0 and form the free R-module R(<L>) 
generated by the underlying set <L> of L. Defirte cr :R(<L>)~L by 
0 
cr (<x>) = x and extend by linearity. Let e = "'CJ • it is an R-homo:- , O TO' 
morphism. Form the free R-module R(<N1>), where N1 = ker cr, and the 0 
R-homomorphism cr1 :R(.c::~1>)--..N1 given by cr1 (<x>)= x. Let d1 = k1cr1, 
where k1 :N1 --,.R(<L>) is the inclusion map. Form R(<N2>), where N2 
where k2 :N2 ~R(<N1>). Repeating this process we obtain the complex 
Then 6(1): · · · ~ R(<N >) p 
is a graded differential R-module. Let us define inductively a 
10 
product in A(L). First [ ] :6(1) ® 6(1) ---+ 6(1) is given by 
0 0 0 
[<x>,<Y>] = <[x,y]> using the Lie product in Land extending linearly. 
Then e is a morphism of nonassociative algebras because e:([<X>,<y>]) 
= ycr0 (<[x,y]>) = Y([x,y]) = [y(x),Y(y)] = [ycr0 (<x>), ycr0 (<y>)] 
= [e:(<x>),e:(<y>)]. Secondly, assume that for all p, q such that 
p+q<n, 'R(<N >) ® R(<N >) [ ] p q R(<N +>)has been defined satisfying p q 
dp+q ( [ <x>,<Y>]) = [dp<<x>}<Y>] + (-l)P [<x>,d (<y>)]. Let r+s = n and q 
define R(<N >) ® R(<N >) [ ] 
r s 
R(<N >). It suffices to define 
n 
[<x>,<y>] for xeN, yeN. Consider [d (<x>),<y>] + (-l)r [<x>,d (<Y>)] 
r s r . s 
in R(<Nn_ 1>). Since dn_ 1 ([dr(<x>),<y>]) + (-l)r dn_ 1([<x>,ds(<y:>)]) 
r:..1 
= [ dr-1 dr (<x>) ,<y>] + (-1) _ _[ ~/<x>) ,' ds (<y>)] 
r · r+s:., i -. · · ------ -
+ (-1) [dr(<x>),ds(<y>)] + (-1) [<X>,ds-lds(<Y>)] = O, it is in 
Nn. Thus we may well define [ <x>,<y>] = ([ d/<x>) ,'<y>] 
+ (-l)r [<x>,.ds(<y>)]> ~nd extend linearly. Then dr+/[<x:>,<y>]) 
r 
= [dr(<x>),<y>] + (-1) [<x>,d8 (<y>)], and so 6(1) is a graded differ-
ential nonassociative algebra. 
Define 6(y):A(L)~, by 6(Y) = e, Then 6(y) is a chain map 
. . 0 
because ed1 = ycr0 d1 = O. Since e is product-preserving, A(y) is a 
morphism of graded differential nonassociative algebras. 
f 
Let f be a morphism in <i,°l')°, that is, tqe triangle L ~ L' 
~ /v' , 
conunutes. In order to define a morphism 6(f) in (~,1) such that 
6(f) 
6(1) 6(1') 
6(~ ~(y') 
°a-
conunutes, 
it suffices to define a chain map g:6(1)--.6(1') inductively. First 
define g0 :R(<L>)-+R(<L'>) by g0 (<x>) = <f(x)>. Then g0 preserves the 
11 
product in ML) because g ([<x>,<y>]) = g (<[x,y]>) = <f(i[x,y])> 
0 0 
= <[f(x),f(y)]> = [<f(x)>,<f(y)>] = [g0 (<x>),g0 (<y>)]. Since fcr0 (<x>) 
= f(x) = a' (<f(x)>) = a'g (<x>), a'g (n) = fa (n) = 0 for neN1. There-o O O O O O 
fore g0 (N1), c N1. Secondly, assume that for all p,q such that p+q<n, 
Kr.,+q:R(<Np+q>)--?R(<N~+q>) has been defined such that d;+qgp+q 
= g + 1d + and g + preserves the product in 6(L). It follows im-p q- p q p q 
mediately that gp+/Np+q+l) c N~+q+l' Define gp+q+l (<x>) = <gp+q<x)>, 
Then gp+qdp+q+l (<x>) = gp+q(x) and d~+q+lgp+q+l(<x>) = 
d~+q+l(<gp+q(x)>) = gp+q(x) so that gd = d'g. Hence g is a chain map. 
Suppose r+s = n, Then g + ([<x>,<y>]) g + (<[d (<x>'<Y>,] 
r s r s r ~ 
+ (-1/[<x>,d (<Y>)]>) = <g + 1([d (<x~<y>] + (-l)r[<x>,d (<y>)] )> s · rs~ r s 
= <[g 1d (<x>),g (<Y>)] + (-l)r[g (<x>),g 1d (<y>)]> r- r s r s- s 
= <[d'g (<x>),g (<y>)] + (-l)r[g (<X>),<l'g (<y>)]> 
r r s · r s s 
= <[ di(<gr-1 (x)>) ,<gs-1 (y)>] + ( =l) r [ <gr-1 (x)>, d~ (<gs-1 (y)>)] > 
= [<g 1 (x)>,<g 1 (y)>] = [g (<x>}g(<y>)]. It follows that [g} pre-r- s- r s n 
serves the product in 6(L). Pefine 6(f) = g, 
n n 
It is clear that 
6(f) is a morphism in (n,i), that is, 8(y')6(f) = 6(y), because if 
n>O, 6(y')n = 6(y)n = 0 and if n = 0, 6(y') 0 g0 (<x>) = e' (<f(x)>) 
= y'cr~ (<f(x)>) = y' (f(x)) = y(x) = ycr0 (<x>) = e(<x>) = 6(Y) 0 (<x>), 
This completes the definition of the functor 6, 
3. The Functor P 
Definition 2.3: Let A be a graded nonassociative algebra with 
product denoted by [ ] , An R-submodule I of A is a two-sided ideal 
in A if and only if [I,A] c I and [A,I] c I, that is, for all xeI p 
and for all aeA, [x,a], [a,x] e I+. If SC A is a graded set, q p q 
then the two-sided ideal generated EY §_, denoted by I(S), is the 
R-submodule of A generated by elements of the forms x = s for all 
0 
seS, x1 = [a,x0 ] and x1 = [x0 ,a] for all aeA, and xn = [a,xn_ 1J and 
x = [x 1, a] for all aeA and for 1=1.ll n>L Note that if A is a Lie n n-
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algebra, [a,x ] = (-1) \al(xnl +l[x ,a] for all n::=::l and so there will be 
n n 
half as many generators of the type x for n::=::l, 
n 
Lemma 2.1: If A is a graded differential nonassociative algebra, 
and if I(S) is a two-sided ideal generated by Sin A which is closed 
under d, that is, d(I(S)) c I(S), then A/I(S) is a graded differential 
nonassociative algebra. 
Proof: The R-module structure of A/I(S) is given by (A/(I(S)) 
n 
= A /I(S) and the product for A/I(S) is defined by [x,y] = [x,y], 
n n 
Define d:A/I(S)-,.A/I(S) by d(x) = d(x). Since I(S) is closed under 
d, dis well-defined. If\xl = p and \y\ = q, then d + ([x,y]) p q 
= d + ([xy}) = d + ([x,y]) = [d (x),y] + (-l)p [x,d (y)] pq' pq p q 
= [dp(x),y] + (-l)p [x,d (y)] = [a:=-w',y] + (-ll [x,d (y)] q p q 
= [d (x),y] + (-l)p [x,d (y)] and hence A/I(S) is a graded differential p q 
nonassociative algebra. 
The construction of a functor P:(n,i)~(i,~) can now be describ~ 
ed. Note that L in '1. is graded but C, is non-graded. Let y:A~crf be 
in (~,b}). Consider the graded set Sc A consisting of elements of the 
types (1) [x,:id for lxl even, (2) [x,y] + (-1) lxllyl ['.y,x], and 
(3) (-1) lxl\zl [x;[y,z]] + (-1) IYIIXI [y,[z,x]] + (-1) \zllyl [z,['x,yD. 
and form I(S) as in definitio~ 2,3, Let P(A) = A/I(S). If 
d (I(S)) c I(S) then by lemma 2.1 P(A) is a graded differential non-
associative algebra. In order to show d(I(S)) c I(S) it suffices to 
show it for the generators of I(S). Consider elements of the form 
For type (1), d([x,x]) = [d(x),x] + (-dxl [x,d(x)] 
= [d(x),x] + (-1) \xlld(x)I [x,d(x):] because Ix\ is even. Therefore, 
d([x,x]) e: S. For type (2), d([x,y] + (-1) txllYI [y,x]) 
= d{fx-,y]) + (-1) lxllY\d([y,x]) = [d(x),y] + (-dxl [x,d(y)] 
+ c-dxllyl fd(y);x] -,.: (-1) 1x11x1+1yl[y,d(x)] 
= ([d(x),y] + (-1) ld(x)lly\ [y,d(x)]) + (,-1fl ([x,d(y)] 
+ (-dd(y)llxl[d(y),x]) because IYI (lxl+l) = \yl\d(x)I mod 2 and 
\xllyl = !xi (l+ld(y)I) mod 2. Therefore d([x,y] + (-1) \xllyl [y,x] )e:I(S). 
For type (3), d((-l)lxllz\[x,[.y,z]] + (-l)lyllxl[y,[lz,x]] 
+ (-l)lzlly\[z,[x,y]]) = (-1)\xllzld([x,[,y,zH) + (-1)\yllxld(['y,[z,xl]) 
+ (-1) \zllYld([z,[x,y]]) = (-l)'lx\1z1 [d(x),[y,z]] 
+ (-l}xllzl+lxl[x,d([y,z])] + (-l) IYIIXI [d(y),[z,x]] 
+ (-1) \yllx\+lyl [y,d([z,x])] + (-1) lz\\yl [d(z),[x,y]] 
+ (-1) \zllyl+lzl[z,d([x,y])] = c-dxllzl [d(x),[y,z]] 
+ (-1) \xllzl+\xl [x,[d(y),z] + (-1) IYI [y,d(z)]] + (-1) \yllxl [d(y),[z,x]] 
+ (-1) lyllx\+\yl [y,[d(z),x] + (-1) IZl [z,d(x)]] + (-dzllyl [d(z),[x,y]] 
+ (-1)\zllyl+lzl[z,[d(x),y] + (-l)lxl[x,d(y)]], 
= c-dxllzl[d(x),[y,z]] + (-dx11z1+1x1[x,[d(y),z]] 
+ (-dxllzl+lxl+lyl [x,[y,d(z)J] + (-o'Yllxl [d(y),[z,x]] 
+ (-o'YIIXl+IYl[y,[d(z),x]] + c-dyllx\+\y\+1z1 [y,[z,d(x)]] 
+ (-1)\zlfyl[d(z),[x,y]] + (-1)\ZI\Yl+lzl [z,[d(x),y]] 
+ (-1)\zllyl+ fzl+txf [z,[x,d(y)]] = c-dxl «-dxllzl [x,[d(y),z]] 
+ c-d<l(y)llxl [a(y),[z,xJJ + c-i)lzll<l(y)I [z,[x,d(y)J]) 
+ (-dYI cc-dxlld(z)I [x,,[y,d(z)]] + c-dXIIYI [y,[d(z)»x]) 
+ c-dd(z)IIYI [d(z),[x,y]]) + (-dzl ((-l}d(x)llzl [d(x),[y,z]] 
+ (-dylld(x)I [y,[z,d(x)]] + (-l)(zllyl [z,[d(x),y]), which is in I(S). 
Consider elements of the form x 1 . Since d([a,x]) = [d(a),x] 0 0 
+ (-iJal [a,d(x )] and since, from the previous 9-rguments, d(x) = ~s., 
0 , 0 1. 
wheres.es, we have d([a,x ]) = [d(a),x] + (-ljal~ [a,s.], which is 
i O O i 
in I(S) ... S.imHarly, d([x0 ,a]) e I(S). Assume that d(xk) e I(S) for 
all k<n. Then d(x) = d([a,x 1]) = [d(a),~ 1] + (-o'al [a,d(x 1)] n n- n- n-
= [d(a),x 1) + (-dal'\:'"1 [a,y.]. where y. e r(S). Therefore d(x ) n- ~ i i n 
e I(S). Similarly for x = [x 1,a]. Hence by lemma 2.1, P(A) is a n n-
graded differential nonassociative algebra. It is obviously a Lie 
algebra because of the construction of I(S). 
In order to define P(y) :P(A)-1it suffices to define 
P(y) :A /I(S) ~'}because ~ = 0 for all n>O and so P(y) is trivial 
o o o n n 
for all n>O. Let P(y) (x) = y(x). Since y([x,x]) = [y(x),y(x)] = 0 
0 ,, 
because ly(x)I = Ix\ is even, y([x,y] + [y,x]) = [y(x),y(y)] 
+ [y(y),y(x)] = O, and y([x,[y,z]] + [y,[z,x]] + [z,[x,y]]) 
= [y(x),[y(y),y(z)]] + [y(y),[y(z),y(x)]] + [y(z),[y(x),y(y)]] = 0, 
P(y) is well-defined and the object transformation for P has been 
0 
given. 
Let f be a morphism in(~,~), that is, the f triangle A A' 
l\. /v· 
~ 
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commutes. In order to define a morphism P(f) in(!,~) it suffices to 
take P(f)(x) = f(x) for all x e Aa P(f) is well defined if 
P(f)(I(S)) c I(S'). We will omit the bars for the sake of typograph-
ical simplicity. P(f)([x,x]) = f([x,x]) 
= [f(x),f(x)]' P(f)([x,y] + c-dxllyl [y,x]) = f([xjy] + (-l)IXIIYI [y,x]) 
= [f(x),f(y)] + (-l)lf(x)llf(y)I [f(y),f(x)]\and P(f)((-dxllzl [x,[y,z]] 
+ (-lJYllxf [y,[tz,x]] + (- l)lzllyl [z,[x,y]]) ( 
= (-1)\f(x)llf(y)I [f(x),[f(y),f(z)]] + (-lif(y)llf(x)I [f(y),[f(z),f(x)]] 
+ (-1)\f(z)llf(y)j [f(z),[f(x),f(y)]] so P(f) is well-defined • 
. Considering the differential d induced by the differential·d in 
15 
A, we have P(f) 1ci (x) = P(f) 1 (cJ (x)) = f. ld (x) = d'f (x) n- n n- n n- n n n 
= d'(rl'x)) = d'P(f) (x) and so P(f) is a chain map. 
n n n n 
Also P(f) is product-preserving since P(f)([x,y]) = P(f)([x,y]) 
= f([x,y]) = [f(x),f(y)] = [f(x),f(y)] = [J>(f)(x), P(f)(y)]. 
Since P(y' )P(f)(x) = P(y') (f(x)) = y' f(x) = y(x) = P(y)(x), P(f) 
is the morphism in (l,1) associated with fin(~,,) and the morphism 
transformation for Pis given. This completes the definition of the 
functor P. 
4. The Functor D 
Definition 2.4: Let A be a non-graded algebra. An A-bicomglex 
Xis a bigraded A-module X , p,q~O, together with A-homomorphisms p,q 
o', o" of bidegrees (0,-1) and (-1,0) respectively, satisfying 
0 1 0 1 = 0, 011011 = 0, and 0 110 1. + 0 1 011 = o. 
Definition 2.5: The category !of A-bicomglexes has as its objects 
A-bicomplexes and as its morphisms A-module homomorphisms f:X--PY of 
bidegree {0,0) satisfying o.'f = £0 1 and 6"f = fa", where&' and 6" are 
morphisms of Y. 
In summa~y, these two definitions may be illustrated by the dia-
gram in which the following holds: ~ I ~ I = 0 ~II -:,.II = 0. op,qop,q+l , op,qop+l,q , 
o" o' + a' o" p,q-1 p,q p-l,q p,q 
= f ... a' , 6" £ p,q 1 p,q p,q p,q 
squares in the diagram). 
= 0 (similarly for 6' and 6"), 6' f p,q p,q 
= f 1 0" (similarly for the other two p- ,q p,q 
We are going to define a functor D: (1. ,~) ~I, where I is the 
·.a. 
category of i-bicomplexeso Note that~ and its enveloping a~gebra 
.fl.. ~ are non-graded algebraso 
is, 
For y:f-+6} in (&.'./\-) define D(y) as the trivial complex, that 
0 
for all m:;;;:o D(y) = 0 and 0 1 :D(y) ~D(y) 1 is the o,m o,m o,m o,m-
trivial homomorphismo For n>o consider the ~e-module 
e 
°1 ® r ® 0 0 0 ® r and define 
'---v----' 
n factors 
D(y) = 
n,m 
, where R 
n,m 
e is the °1- -submodule generated by elements of the forms 
16 
and x. e:r , and (2) 1 ® xl ® • , . ® x ® x ® ]_ ct. 
]_ 
n 
I 
i=:l 
x. = m 
]_ 
® x with \xi even, 
n 
Remark: 1 Since 2 e: Rand, since for \x\ even, 
1 ® x1 ® . . • ® x ® x ® , • , ® xn + 1 ® x1 ® . , . ® x ® x ® , . , ® xn 
= 2(1 ® x1 ® ... ® x ® x ® ... ® xn), the generators of the second 
type are redundant. 
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By way of example and in preparation for the computations carried 
out in Section 6, we have the following low-dimensional modules. 
e Since R1 = 0, D(y) 1 = °} ® r for all m:2:0~ The gener1:1tors of 
,m ,m m 
R2 are of the form 1 ® x ® x, where xer 
,o O 
so that D(y) 2 
,o 
e 
= °1 ® er o " r o) • Since R2 1 is generated by elements of the form 
' . 
1 ® x ® y + 1 ® y ® x, where xef0 and yef1, D(y) 2 ,l = °1 ® f 0 ® f 1 , 
For n>o, define 
by ~· (1 ® x 1 ® 
(-l)n+l 
i=l 
where d:f ~r 
(Yi O(i-1 
® x ) 
n 
® r~ 
n 
n 
- (-l)n+l I 
j=l 
j4'i,i+l 
lx1\ + (-1) . 
+ Ix. 1\ 
,3- (1 ® x 1 ® • • • ® dx ., ® · · · ·® x J n 
§• (R ) c R and a' induces 0 ' : D(y) n,m · n,m-1 n,m n,m D(y). 1· n,m-
. Since dd = 0 and ldx.j =lx,l-1, o'o' (1 ® x1 ® ·' · S x ) i l. n 
Ix I+'• ·+Ix, I n 
= (-l)n+l I 1 ::1..-l (-1) o' (1 ® x ® · ·' ® dx. ® · · · ~ x ) 1 1 -~ 
i=l 
n 
= (-l)2n+l I 
i=l 
• ' · ® dx . ® ' · · ~ dx. ® • ' • ® x J l. n 
n 
Ix I+·· ·+Ix. I 
(-1) 1 J-1~1 ® xl ® 
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1x1+···+1x. 11-1 
+ ~ (-1) ·1 J- l ® x ® ·" ~ . 1 ® dx. ® • · ' ® dx .. ® • ' • ® x ' l. ·J n; 
j=i+l 
= I lxil +·, ·+1x._1l ( -1) J 1 ® x ® • · · ® dx. ® • • '. · ® dx . ® · ' · ® x 1 1. J n 
l:s:i<js:n 
jx.\+···+lx. 11 (-1) J 1.- 1 ® x 1® • ·' ® dx. ® '· · @ dx. ® · '.. ~- · ® x J i n 
l:s:j<isn 
= 0 because terms corresponding to 1:s:j ·<i sn in the second summation 
0 0 
and i = j , j = i in the first summation are equaL Therefore 
0 0 
o'o' = o. 
a" n,m 
For n>o define 
':, 
e 
°} ® rQI ® 
1 Qll+.' .+a, =m 
n'' 
e 
~ ®f~ ®···®f~ 
1 n-1 
n 
= (eol)n+l (I 
i=l 
pij A .. (-1) ®[x.,x.]@x1 @ ... @x.@ 1. J 1. 
l~i<j~n 
A. 
where xi denotes deletion of xi' pij 
+ I lxpllx} + i + j - 3, y(xi) 
p<j 
P=l=i 
~ Ix llx. \ 6 p 1. 
p<i 
O if Ix.\> 0 and "1(x. )e af if 1. . T 1. I 
I x. I = 0. Then °a" ( 1 ® xl ® ... ® x. ® x. +l © , .. ® x 1. . 1. 1. n 
fx.1 I x.+11 
+ (-1) 1. 1. 1 ) ® xl ® '·' ® xi+l ® xi ® '·' ® xn 
n 
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(-l)n+l ( I j-1 A (-1) (y(xJ.) ® x1 ® ,,, ® x.® .. , @X. ® x.+l® ..• @X J . i i n 
j=l 
1t=i, i+l 
i-1 A 
+ (-1) y (xi) ® xl ® ••• ® xi ® xi+l ® ... ® xn 
lx.\\x.+1\ i ,..... 
+ (-1) 1. 1. (-1) y (xi) ® x1 ® ••. ® xi+l ® xi ® ... ® xn 
+ (-1/ y (xi+l) 
Ix.\\ x.+11 
+ (-1) 1. 1. 
_ (-l)n+l ( ~ 
1..,:;;j<ks;:n 
j 'kti, i+l 
i-1 
+ 
i-1 
l~_J I xi+ll 
+ (-1) . .. Pj,i+l " ( -1) ® [ x . , x. ] ® x1 ® • . • © x . ® J 1. J 
j=l 
® xi+l fii~i ·® ••• ® xn) 
20 
n+ 1 ( pi , i + 1 ] " " 
- _( -1) ( -1) ® [xi' xi+ 1 ® xl ® .•. ® xi ® xi+ 1 ® .•. ® xn 
I x . 11 x . +1 I Pi.· +1, i.· " " 
+ (-1) 1. 1. ( 1) [ ] IOI IOI !0-. .0. 
- · ® xi+l'xi "°' x 1 ® ••• w xi+llbl xiv:,, 
•.• ® x~ 
n 
(-l)n+l (I 
I (-1/jk(l ® 
ls:j<ks:n 
j 'k=l=i, i+l 
A.. . 
• . . ® xk ® ... ® xn 
\x.1 \ x.+11 
+ (,-1) 1. 1. l® [xj ,xk] ® x1 ® , , • ® ; ® , .• ® xi+l ® xi ® 
i-1 
:21 
L (<-l)Q'® [xj,xi] ®x1® •·· ®~j ® ... ®~i®xi+l® •·· ®xn 
j=l 
( -l)2 b\11 xi+l I a1+l [ ] " + ( -1) ® . x. , x. ® x1 ® . . . ® x. ® J l. J 
@X 
. n 
The last equality comes from the facts that y(x.) = 0 if \x. \ > o, 
l. l. 
y(xi+l) = 0 if lxi+l \ > 0, Q' = pji' and S = Pi, i+l' Since the sums 
of all except the first two summations is zero, and these two 
summations are in R l , we haveo ~II (R ) c R so that a'' 
n- ,m n,m n-1,m 
induces 0" :D(y) ~D(y) , n,m n,m n-1,m 
We wish to show that o"o" = 0, By applying o"o" to 
l ® x 1 ® • , • ® xn we will obtain four types of summations, each of 
which is zero. First, we have 
p,. ) l.J 
- (-1) y([x.,x.]) l. J 
I\ 
® xl ® • , . ® xi ® 
A. 
@X.\&),,,@X, 
J n 
If 
.22 
Ix. I > .0 or Ix. I > 0, then this sum is zero. If Ix.\ = \ x.\ = 0, l. J l. J 
then p .. = i + j - 3; Bence the first factors of the tensor products l. J 
i+1·-1 
are (-1) iJ (y(x.)y(x.) - y(x.)y(x.) - y([x.,x.])), so that the sum l. J J l. l.J 
is zero. Secondly, we obtain terms of the type 
i-1 p " (-1) (-1) y(xi) ® [xj,xk] ®x1 ®,,,®xi® 
A. 
, . , ® xk ® , • • ® xn 
I\ ® x. ® 
J 
. p.k 
+ (-1)1. (-1) J y(xi) [ ] . /\. A " ® xJ. ,xk ® x1® ••• ~x· ®','®le.®•, '©c ®', '®<: 1. · J k n' 
where p = (\x11 + + Ix. 1 I) Ix. I - I x. 11 x. I + C I x1 I + J- J l. J 
u Ix. I > o l. 
then this sum is zero. If \xii = 0, then i - 1 + p = i + pjk + 1 
(mod 2) and the sum is zero. Similarly we may consider the cases 
lsi<k<jsn, lsj<i<ksn, lsj<k<isn, lsk<i<jsn, and lsk<j<isn and obtain 
zero. Thirdly, we obtain terms ~f th.e type. 
p ij p " (-1) (-1) ® (xk,xe] ® (x1,x5] ® x1 ® ... ®xi© A. ® x. ® J 
I\ I\ 
®Xl@ ,,, ®X.@ ooo @X, ® l. J 
" A. 
. . . ® xk ® . . • ® xe ® .. , ® xn, where p = (lx11 + ... + !xk-l\ )lxk\ 
+ (\x11 + .•• +Ix 1\)lx\ - \x.11x \ - jx.j\xkl - lx.11x.1 
. e- . e i e i J e 
- lxjllxkl + (!xii+ lxjl)(lxkl + P~el) + k + e - 7 and 
p' = (\x1 1 + ••. +\xi_ 1 1)1xil + (lx1 \ + ..• +lxj_ 1\)jxj\ - lxi\lxjl 
+ (lxk\ + lx~l)(lxil + lxjl) + i + j - 1. This sum is 
. p+p .. - (Ix. I + Ix .1) ( \xk\ + I x I ) -6 (-l) iJ i J e 
® ~j @ • 0. ® :ik ® . 
" @X @, .. ®X e n 
l[x. ,x.]I I [xk,x ] I 
+ (-1) i J e l'°' [ ] [ ] " IOI x. , x. ® xk, x ® x 1 ® • • • ® x. ® i J e i 
® ~k ® , •• ® ~ ® •. , ® x ) , which is zero ,because 
e n 
it is in R • 
n,m 
Similarly for the other cases with l~i,j,k,e.~n. 
Fourthly, we have terms of the type 
p.. .. iJ ... p (-1) (-1) ® [[x.,x.], 
i J 
A. 
® x. ® 
i 
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P.k I 
® x + (-1) J (-l)p 
n 
® [ [ x . , xk] , x . ] 
J .i 
I\ I\ ® x.® ••. ® x. ® 
i J 
A ® x ® k 
" ® x. ® J 
®X 
n 
pk' II 
+ {-1) i(-l)p ® 
p" = (\x11 + ..• + Ix. 11) Ix. I - Ix. II x, I + j - 2, and ls:i<j<k~n. J- J i J 
Combining terms, we obtain as second factors of the tensor products 
I xiii xkj \x. \ \x.1 
( -1) [ [ x . , x . ] , xk] + ( -1) J i [[ x . , xk] , x . ] 
i J J i 
1~1 lxj I 
+ (-1) [[xk,xi], xj], which are zero from the Jacobi identity. 
Similarly for the other cases with ls:i, ;:l, k,~n. Therefore 
o''.a"(1.® xl ~ ••• ® xn) = o. 
We have .(0 '·o" .+,, o"e') (1® x1 ® • • • ® xn) 
.. 
n 
= o' (<-l)n+l I (-l)i-1 y(xi) 
i=l 
" ® x1 ® • • • ® x. ® .••. ® x 1. . p. 
n+l I p .. (-1) · (-1) l.J ® [x.,x.] ® x1 ® ... ® ~- ® 1. J 1. 
l:s;;i<j:s;;n 
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By.apptying 0 ' and 0" we obtain three·types of sums, each of which is 
l:s;;i<j:s;;n 
A 
••• ® x. ® 
1. 
(&)dX.®•••®X J n 
® 0 0 0 
Ix. I 
If lxit > 0 then y(xi) = 0 and if \xii = 0 then 1 - (-1) 1. = O; 
®X• n 
in either case the first sum is zero. If \ax. I > 0 then y(dx.) = 0 
J J 
and if lax. I > 0 then Ix. I > 1 so that y. 1 (d. (x.)) = y. (x.) = O; J J J- J J J J 
in either case the second sum is zero. Secondly, we obtain sums of 
the type 
p.. A 
(-1) l.J(-l)p ® [x.x.] ®_x1 ® ... ® x. ® 1., J 1. 
l:s;;i<j<k:s;;n 
L 1x1\ +.,.+ \xk-1\ p .. (-1) (-1) l.J ® [x. ,x.] ® x 1 ® 
. ]. J 
ls:i<j<ks:n 
,":. ©;z.'·"®'•'1,i,.·®~;®,,li0dxk ® ••• @ xn' where p 
"' ]. - J ""'°' \xii + !xjl :+ 1x1\ 
\xl I +.' ,+ lxk-11 · 
The sum is zero and similarly for the other cases with ls:i,j,ks:n, 
Thirdly, we obtain sums of the type 
(-fl )n+l(-l)n I (-1/ij ® d([xi,xj]) ® xl ® , • , ® ~i@ 
ls:i<js:n 
@x 
n 
" ® x. ® J 
1 1, \x11+ .. o+\x.1\ /\ 
- (-l)n+ (-l)n+ L (-1) J- (-l)p ® [xi~d~j]®x\~'"''®x:i® 
ls:i<js:n 
/"-. 
® dx. ® , , , ® x J n 
A 
® x. ® , , , ® x , where 
J n 
P = ( I x11 +. "+ I x. 11) Ix. I + ( I x 1 I +, "+ Ix. rD I dx. \ - Ix. 11 dx. \ ].- ]. J- J ]. J 
- I x. 11 x. ( + i + j - 3, Hence this sum becomes 
:I.. J 
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~ Pij ,.,t Ix. I L (-1) ® ('\'-xi,xj]) - fdxi,xj] - (-1) L [xi,dxj])® x 1 ® 
ls:i<Js:n 
" " ••• ® xi © ... ® xj ® •.• ® x~, which is zero from definition 2. L 
5. The Functor C 
Let I be the category of ~e -bicomplexes and let ~A be the 
e 
category of ,=-complexes. By ~~ we mean that the objects are graded 
61-e-modules [Mn} with "'{-homomorphisms O :Mn~Mn-l such that 00 = 0, 
.and the morphisms are chain mqps f :M _,,.N of s{-modules. Then 
C:I ~ ~ is the standard condensation functor, described here for 
'1'f' 
completeness. 
For each object X = {X P, q' O I' a"} in I define 
C (X) I C(X) e x Hence, is a graded ~ -module. Define n p,q 
p+q=n 
0 :C(X) ----+-C(X) 1 as follows: for xe::X , let O (x) = 0 ' (x) n n n- "' p,q n ,p,q 
+ 0" (~) and extend over the direct sum. Then o. .lo (x) p,q · n- · n 
o 1 Co' (x) + o" (x)) = o' o' (x) + o" 0 ' (x) n- p,q p,q p,q-1 p,q . p,q-1 p,q 
+ a' a" (x) + 011 a" .. (x) p-1,q p,q p-1,q p,q O from definition 2.4. Thus 
[C(X), 0} is in t'\t\__ 
,.ii.:). 
Let f:X~Y be in I, tha.t is, f :X ---> Y commutes with the p,q p,q p,q 
differentials in X and Y. Define C (f) '. : C (X) ~ C ()'.'.) by extending 
n n n 
f over the direct sum, that is, C (:I:) = ~ f •. p,q n p,q 
6. ShukVa' ;l:J Cohomology Modules 
0 -
Consider the functor E:(~,,) -----+ ~~~ defined by E CDPb,, 
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C;, D ':· P;~ ~-, , as lrt "tlhe previous four sect ions, Let y: L ~'}be in 
((,°J/' and let M be a fixed °<}-module, Note that by prqposition. 1.1, 
L · e M is a ~-module, Then E (y) is a 'l -complex: 
01 on 
E(y) ~E(y) ~ 000 ..- E(y) ~ E(y) .-- ''' • 
o 1 n-1 n 
Construct the complex Hom'14 (E(y),M): 
o* 
Hom°l.e.(E (y )d::,,M) ~ Hom°l.Q..(E (y \ ,M)-+''' ~Hom'l..t. (E (y)n_ 1 ,M) 
Definition 2.6: The Shukla cohomology of "i.. with coefficients 
n ker a* I in !'! is defined by H (Hom 61a.(E (y) ,M)) = n+l im 0~ and will be 
n denoted by SH (y,M), 
In particular, if y = l~, the notation SHn(,,M) will be used. 
This is the case which is considered by Shukla in [11] .. 
In view of our construction of E, SHn(oa,M) differs from Shukla's 
cohomology in dimensions zero and one, 0 In fact, SH ("J,, ~) = 0 although 
in [ 11] Shukla obtai.ns M ,- for· his zero-dimensional cohomoldgy. .· This 
can be seen from the complex: 
Hom6\ii.(E ( y), M): 
a* o* 1 e 2 e ---0 ~ Hom ( 61 ®.V , M) ~__)lom-,-e:(4} ·-®V(,MJ 
... ! ... / ./-~ __ ,.,,---- --·· °l 
t.(LYro 
where V = I(S) 
0 0 
and 
Definition 2 .} : .·. a· For a °f- module M. and for y: L ~, in (~, i) ·, 
~er(y,M) = ff er Hom(L.,M~/;f([x,y]) = y(x)f(y) - y(y)f(x)} forms an 
R-module and is called the module .o£deriv.ations fr.om"L · to"M. 
. - ' ' ~--·-:-
In order to show that SH1 (y,M) is isomorphic to Der(y,M) several 
28 
lemmas will be established~ 
1 Lemma 2 .... 2: :SH (y,.M) ~ .. {f'. .. e: Hom (V0,M)/f' (<[x,y]>) 
= y(x) f' (<Y>) - y(y) f' (<x>) for all x, ye:1·.and f' (n) · - 0 for all 
ne:N1 }. 
Proof: Suppose f e: ker 0~, that is, f e: Hom 61.t.({ ® V0 ,M) su!ch 
that fa 2 = o. Since <ii> e: v1 for any ne:N1 and <ic> A. <Y> e V I\ V 0 0 
f.o.r ... an.y __ x., .ye:L, f 02 (1® <n>) = 0 for all ne:N1 and fci 2 (1 ® <x> A <Y5,) 
= 0 for all .x, ye:L .. Then f 0z(1 ® <n>) = f(01 l + -o1 1) (1 ® <n>) 
' ' 
= fci, 1 (1 ® <n>) = f(l ® a1 (<ii>)) = f(l ® d1 (<.m>)) = f(l® n) = o. 
Also f 02 (1 ® <x5 I\ .cy>) = f(o 2' + oz" ) (1 ® <x> ® <Y>) 
., 0 ,o 
~ fo2,0<1 ®:as.® <y>) = f(y(x) ® <Y> - y(y) ® <X> - 1 ® [<SS, <y>]) 
- f(y(x) ® <y> - y(y) ® <55 - 1 ® <[x,yJ>)= y(x)f(l ® <y>) 
- y(y)· f(l ® <x>) - f(l ® <[x,y]>) = O. Hence f(l ® <[x,y]>) 
== y(x)f(l ® <Y>) - y(y)f(l ® <35). It is well known that there is 
an .. adjo.int isomorphism p:Hom "l.,({ ·® V 0 , M)--+Hom (V 0 ,.M) such that 
1 p(f) (C) = f' (') = f(l ® .,) for Ce:V0 • It follows that SH (y,M) 
= [feHom°'t({ ~ V0 ,M)/f(l ® i'i) = 0 for neN1 , f(l ® <~-x-,y]>) 
= y(x)f(l ® <Y>) - y(y}f.(1 ~.<5)for x, ye:LJ is isomorphic to D, 
where D = [f'e:Hom(V ,M)/f' (ii) = 0 for neN1 , f' (<[x,y]>) 0 ' 
= y(x)f' (<Y>) ·-- .y(y)f' (<x>) for x, ye:L}. 
Lenuna 2.3: Der(y,M) == D, where Dis the set described above • 
. µ, ', 
Proof: We construct maps A and.µ,,, Der(y,M);---+ D such that 
A 
µ,A and A.µ, are identities. Define X by A.(f')(x) = f'(<X5) for all 
xe:L. In order to see that A(f') is R-linear, consider 
= x + y - x - y = O. Hence <x + Y> - <x> - <Y> = ne:N1 = ker cr0 • 
' 
....... .Th.er.e.f.ore Ii = <x + y> - <x>, - <:j> SO that f I (<x + Y>) 
- I (- - -) - I (-) I (=) ·b f I • 1 • d 
- £ <x> + <y> + .n. .. - f .<le> + f "'Y> ecause is R- inear an 
... L'.(n).= .. b ......... Similarl.y .. f'{r<x>) = rf'(<x>) and A.:{£'') is·R-linear. 
S.ince. A.(f')([x,yJ.) = f'{<[x,y]>) =.y(x)f' (<y>) - y(y)f' (<x>) 
= y(x)l(f')(y) - y(y)A.(f')(x), il.(f') e Der (y,M). Defineµ by 
.µ(g.).(~) = g{x)_,for ge Der (y,M). In order to see'·that µ,(g) is 
well-defiti.ed, it suffices to show that g kills the generators of 
I (S) • 
0 
First, g([x,x]) = y(x)g(x) ~ y(x)g(~) = O. Secondly, 
g([x~y] + [y,x]) = g([x,y]) + g([y,xJ) = y(x)g(y) - y(y)g(x) 
+ y(y)g(x) - y(x)g(y) = 0 •. Thirdly, g([x, ny,z]] + [y, [z.,x]] 
+ [z, [x,y]]) = y(x)g([y,z]) - y([y,z])g(x) + y(y)g([z,X]) 
- y([z,x])g(y) + y(z)g([x,y]) - y([x,y])g(z) = y(x)y(y)g(z) 
- y(x)y(z)g(y) - [y(y),y'(z)]g(x) + y(y)y(z)g(x) - y(y)y(x)g(z) 
- [y(z),y(x)lg(y) + y(z)y(x)g(y) - y(z)y(y)g(x) - [y(x),y(y)]g(z) 
= (y(y)y(z) - y(z)y(y)- [y(y),y(z)])g(x) + (y(z)y(x) - y(x)y(z) 
- [y(z),y(x)]).g(y) + (y(x)y(y) - y(y)y(x) - [y(x),y(y)])g(z), 
which.is zero from the definition of of. Since g is R-linear, 
µ,(g)(<x> + <y>) = µ,(g)(<x + Y>) = g(x + y) = g(x) + g(y) 
= µ,(g)(<x>) + µ,(g)(<Y>), Similarly, µ,(g)(r<x>) = rµ,(g)(<X5) so that 
µ,(g) is R-linearo For neN1 , µ._(g)(n) = g(cr0 (n)) = 0, and for x, yeL, 
µ.(g)(<[x,y]>) =,g(r[.x,yl) = y(~)g(y) - y(y)g(x) = y(x)µ,(g)(<Y>_) 
- y(y)µ,(g.)(~), so that µ,(g)·e D. Then µ,(A_(f'))(<x>) = \(f')(x) 
= f'(<x>)and A.(µ,(g))(x) = µ,(g)(<x>) = g(x) and the desired identities 
are established. 
Theorem 2:1: SH1 (y,M) ~De~ (y,M). 
Proof: Innnediate from lennnas 2.2 and 2.3. 
CHAPTER III 
COTRIPLE COHOMOLOGY 
S. Eilenberg and J.C. Moore [6] have shown that the concept of a 
cotriple on a category is a convenient tool for defining cohomology. 
This technique has been employed by Barr [1], Barr-Beck [2], and 
Shimada-Uehara-Brenneman [10]. 
1. Cotriples and Adjoint Functors 
Definition 3.1: A cotriple (G,e,~) on a category 4l consists of 
'2 
a functor G: rL-ot. and natural transformations e: G --'?lot, !::,.: G _,,,.G 
satisfying: (1) the compositions G~G2 ~ G and G ~G2 ~ G 
are the identity and (2) the diagram 
G 
commutes. 
:30 
The way to obtain a cotriple is from a pair of adjoint functors. 
Let 01 and 'tr be pointed categories. If functors T: Ol--'>'tr, S: L__...,.01, 
and natural transformations a: ST ~ lGt, f3: lt-~ TS satisfy 
(Q'S) (Sf3)= ls and (TQ') (f3T)= lT' then T and S are called adjoint 
functors and we symbolize this by (Q',[3): S--t T : (~,1,-) or simply by 
S-;T. 
Proposition 3.1: If (Q',[3): S-IT (~,lr), then (ST,Q',Sf3T) is a 
cotriple on (jl. 
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Proof: Since S,T are functors and Cl',(3 are natural transfor,-
mations, ST: ITT--"> 01. is a functor, Q': ST~ld't and Sf3T: ST"""""?"STST = (ST) 2 
are natural transformations. From the definition of adjoint functors, 
Since f3 is a natural transformation,TSf3°f3 = f3TSof3 and so 
2. The Standard Semi-Simplicial Complex 
Let Ol be a pointed category and let (G,e:,t:.) be a cotriple on Ot . 
Define the standard semi-simplicial complex by 
0 
e: 
'), 0 '), 
.€1 e: ~ G3 G2 G e: 1, ,=,,. e:.2 e:1 
. +1 i 
where the face morphisms El: Gn ~ Gn are defined by e: 
(Gn = G•Go· · ·oG, n factors) and the degeneracy morphisms 
i n+l n+2 . i i n-i t:. : G __.,.G are defined by t:. = G A G for O:s:isn. The verifi-
cation that [Gn /n>O} is a simplicial functor follows from the 
following: 
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Lemma 3.1: For i 'Ai defined .above, € as 
. -_ (i) ~iej' = j-1 i e: e for i<j' 
(~iJ AiAj 
.. Aj+lAi for is:j; = 
(iii) iAj = j-1 i · A e for i<j' 
(iv) i i 1, e A = 
(v) i+lAi = 1, 
eiAj . ~ . j -i-t (vi) = -IJ:. E: for i>j+l. 
i . i '-i-1 ·-i ' Proof: (i) For i,j with i<j, ·'€ eJ = G (~GJ oGJ e) Gn-J and 
ej-li = Gi(Gj-i-le 0 eGj-i)Gn-j. Since e is a natural transformation; 
j-i-1 
so is eG • 
(ii) If isj, AiAj = Gi(AGj-i+l0 Gj-iA) Gn-j-2 and 6.j+li,,= 
Gi(Gj-i+l/J:.oAGj-i)Gn-j-2 . Since A is a natural transformation, we have 
.AGj-i+l0 Gj-iA = Gj-i+lA•AGj-i so that &it) = -Aj+li. (iii) If 
i<j, i.1.j = Gi(eGj-i+l0 Gj-iA)Gn-j =r Gi(Gj-b.,ll::.•eGj-i)Gn-j = &j-ii 
because eGj-i-l is a natural transformation. (iv) /i 
i n-i-1 i J' 
= G (eG 0 A)G = 1 n. (vi) For i>j+l, e A 
.G 
= Gj(Gi-je .. AGi-j-l)Gn-i+l 
. . 
'~ Gj (AGi-f; 20 8i~j-le)Gn-i+l ~ ·Ajei-l because Adi-j-Z i~ -~ natural 
transformation. (v) Follows from Ge:oA = lG. 
3. Cotriple Cohomology 
Let (G, e, il) be a cotriple on a pointed category ot arid '.let 
T: OL ____,,, Ab be a contravariant functor from Ill to an abelian cate_gory 
Ab. Define the cochain complex 
TG-: 
where .o 
n 
n 
I 
i=O 
0 TGn+l~ __ n_ 
(-l)iTe:i. This can be seen to be a complex from 
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the following: 
Lemma 3.2: For n>O, on+('~ on = 0. 
Proof: From the definition .of o and lemma 3 .1 (i), o • o 
n+l n 
n+l n n n 
I I (-l)i+j T(eiej) = ~ L T(ei/+1) 
j=O i=O i=O i=O 
+ I (-l)i+j+l T(eiej+l) + I c-1l+j T(/ej) 
O:s:i<j:s:n O:s:j<i:s:n 
n 
= I (T(iei) i i T(e e )) + I (-1) i+j+l 'l'(ejei) 
i=o Os;i<j:s:n 
+ I (-1) i+j T (eji) = o. 
O:s:i<j:s:n 
Definition 3.2: For ·a cotriple (G,e,~) on a pointed category Ol, 
a contravariant functor T: OL __.,.Ab, and any A in OL, the nth cotriple 
cohomology of~ is defined by Hn(T~(A)). 
,4. A Cot;riple Cohomblogy for °J".'"-Modules. 
In this section, 01. = °lJt.,, the 'Category of left '1.a. -modules, 
T = Hom .11. ( ,M) for M a fixed °!-"" -mod tile, and Ab = ~ , the ·category of 
°1 
left R-modules. 
Define F: 'l~ - ~ to be the forgetful functor, that is, F(M) is 
the underlying R-mod~le for ·any ~~-module ·Mand F(f) is the under-
lying R-homomorphism for any "\ .... -module homomorphism f: M~M' .. Define 
S : 'h\ ____,,.. ,'J!\ by S (N) °l~ ® N for any R-module N and S (g) = l't ® g for 
any R-homomor.phism g: N-N'. The "t-,module structure of OJ.ct,® N is 
given by m ® lN' ;_where m i~ the multiplication in i.e.. 
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Proposition 3.2: S-!F. 
Proof: We make use of proposition 1.1, page 13 in [5]. Define 
the map 11.: Hom °JL (S (N) ,M) ~ Hom (N, F (M)) , for any N in "Y\ and for 
any M in "l"'-~, by 11. (:E) (n) f(l ® n), where f: S(N)-M, n e N, and 1 
is the unit in 6}l!.. Since f is a °lll.-homomorphism, it is R-linear and 
hence 11.(f) is an R-homomorphism. 
Defineµ: Hom (N,F(M))~Hom"l.e..(S(N),M) by µ(g)(a ® n) = a·g(n), where 
g: N-F(M), n e N, and a e 1l!.· Since g is an R-homomorphism and Mis 
a 1.e..-module~ µ(g)(a ® (n+n')) = a·g(n+n 1 ) a· (g (n) + g (n' ) ) 
.,. a•g(n) +a:g(n') :=.µ(g)(a ©n) + µ(g)(a ®n'), µ(g)(a ®rn) 
= a•g(rn),;= a·(;rg.(n)) =r(a·g(n)) = rµ(g)(a ®nL and 
µ (g) (m ® lN) (a ® a' ® n) = µ (g) (aa' ® n) = aa' · g (n) = a· (a'· g (n)) 
=,cp(11.._@µ(g))(a®a 1 ®n), wherecpr(a®x) =a·x, Hence.µ(g) is a 
i11.-homomorphism. Since 11.µ(g)(n) = µ(g)(l ® n) = l•g(n) = g(n), and 
µ11.(f)(a ® n) = a 0 11.(f)(n) = a·f(l ® n) = f(a· (1 ® n)) = f(a ® n), 
11. is an isomorphism and S--IF. 
From propositions 3.1 and 3,2 we have a cotriple on~~· 
Specifically, the natural transformation Q': SF-'>' 1 "hi is given by 
Ct(M)(a ® m) = a·m for any a e: 4e..and me: M. 
~ .. :~ 
For any A in").~' Hn(Hom°1-Cl(<Gi(A) ,M)) is the nth cotriple 
,r: n+l n+l 
cohomology of A, where 'l,;\(A) = G (A)= (SF) (A) for n~O. 
n 
5, A Cotriple Cohomology for Lie Algebras 
In this section Ol= (l._,6;J-) 0 , Ab=~ and Twill be defined as 
the composition of a covariant functor J: (;t ,61- )0 ___,,. "!A and the 
contravariant functor Hom6A"-( ,M):~~_..,,.,Ab. The cotriple on (~,6}) 0 
that will be presented, was defined by Uehara [12]. 
Let - (S·, 61) denote the category of groupoids over -a fixed non-
graded Lie algebra°}, that is, Min S· is a set with a binary 
operation, the objects in the category are functions p: M-+ClJ, such 
that p(x·y) = [p(x),p(y)] for all x,y e M, and the morphisms in the 
category are functions f: M1~M2 preserving the binary operation and 
satisfying the conunutative diagram 
Let y: L __,. 6} be an object in ( t , °}) 0 • Define U (L) to be the 
underlying set L with only its :multiplicative structure and define 
U(y): U(L)-=>i to be the product-preserving function from U(L) to O}-. 
For a morphism f: L1-+ L2 in Ci,'() o, define U (f) to be the product-
preserving function from U(L1 ) to U(L2 ). 
Let p: M --+~ be an object in (S · , ~ ) • In R(<M>), the free 
R-module generated by the underlying set of M, define [<x>,<y>] 
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= <x:." y> for x,y e M, Let I be the two-sided ideal in R (<M>) generated 
by elements of the forms -ccx>, .<x:•y> + <y•x>, <x:· (y·z)> + <y· (z·x)> 
+ <z· (x•y)> for all x,y,z e M. Define P(M) = R(<M>)/I and define 
P(p}(<x:>) = p(x) for all x e M and extend by linearity. P(M) is a 
non-graded Lie algebra. Since~- is---a Lie---alg-ebra -and P(p) is 
R-linear, P (p) (<x:· x>) = p (x• x) = { p (x), p (x)] = 0, P (p)(<x:· y> + <y- x>) 
= P(~)(~) + P(p)(<y-x>) = p(x•y) + p(y•x) =; [p(x),p(y)] 
+ l p (y) , p (x)] 0, and P(p) (<x:• (y' z)> + <y• (z•x)> + <z• (x·y)>) 
= P(p)(<x• (y•z)>) + P{p)(<y• (z•x)>) + P(p)(<z' (x•y)>) = p(x' (y•z)) 
+ p(y• (z·x)) + p(z· (x•y)) = [p(x),[p(y),p(z)]] + [p(y),fp(z),p:(x)]) 
+ [p(Z),[p(x),p(y)]] = 0. Therefore P(p) is well defined. P(p) is 
product-preserving because P(p)([<x>,<y>]) = P(p)([<x>,<y>]) 
= P(p)(<x·y>) = p(x•y) = [p(x),p(y)] = [P(p)(<x>), P(p)(<y>)]. 
For f: M ~M' in (S' , '1) define P (f) (<x>) = <f (x)> for all x e M. 
Then P(p') P(f)(<x>) = P(p')(<f(x)>) = p'f(x) = p(x) = P(p)(<x>). 
Proposition 3. 3: P----1 U. 
Proof: 
11.(cp) (m) = cp(<m>) for any cp: P(M)~L and for any m e M. Since cp is 
product-preserving, 11.(cp) (m'm 1 ) = cp(<m'm'>) = cp([<m>,<m'>I) 
= cp([<m>,<m 1>]) = [cp(<m>);. cp(<m 1>)] =[11.(cp) (m) ,11.(cp) (m' )] so that J..(cp) 
is product-preserving, Since U(y•cp) = U(y)•U(cp) = U(y)•cp and since 
yacp = P(p), we have U(y)•11.(cp)(m) = U(y)cp(<iii>) = U(yocp)(<m>) 
= U(P(p))(<m>) = U(p(m)) = p(m) and hence U(y)•11.(cp) = p, that is, 
11.(cp) is a morphism in (S' ,~). 
Defineµ: Homes· .~)(p,U(y))~Hom('!_,°})o(P(p)jy) by µ(1V)(<m>) = Hm) 
and extend by linearity, where IV: M---'J>,U(L) and me M. In a manner 
similar to the demonstration that P(p) is well-defined and product-
preserving, it can be shown that µ(IV) is well-defined and pre$erves 
products, Since U(y)o\V = p, yoµ(\V)(<m>) = y'V(m) = U(y)•1V(m) = p(m) 
= P(p) (<m>) so that µ(IV) is a morphism in ('1-., 1) 0 • We have 
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µ11.(cp) (<m>) = 11.(cp) (m) = cp(<m>) and Aµ(IV) (m) = µ(IV) (<m5) = 1V(m). There-
fore 11. is an isomorphism and P --I U. 
From propositions 3.1 and 3.3 we have a cotriple on ('t_,°f) 0 ; 
however we wish to formulate this cot:riple explicitly for use in the 
/ 
next chapter. Let y: L~°lbe in (~,1') 0 and consider the diagram 
L y 
e:{y) G(y) 
G(L) 
where G =PU, that is, G(L) = R(<L>)/I. From the theorem on adjoint 
functors in [5], page 13, we have.µ.(t) = e(y) 0 P(t). Therefore 
µ,<w) (<iii>) e:(y) 0 P(1f)(<m>), that is, w(m) = €(y)(<Hm)>) so that 
e:(y)(<x:>) = x for any x e; L. Define G(y)(<x:>) = y(x) and extend 
linearly. G (y) is well-defined and preserves products. The above 
diagram connnutes because y(e:(y)(<x:>)J = y(x) = G(y)(<K>). We then 
have e:: G~l(l.,'1) 0 ~ 
Let y: L - 6l be in ( ~, h}) 0 and define a "la. -homomorphism 
d: °6.2.® (LA.L)~ at® L by d(l ® xt,,.y) = y(x) ® y - y(y) ® x - l ®[x,y] 
for all x,y e: L, where LAL denotes the exterior product. Then dis 
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well-defined because d(l ®x"x) = y(x) ®x - y(x) ®x - l ® [x,x} = 0. 
We now define a covariant functor J: (1.., '1 ) 0 ~ Tu. by J(y) 
~~-) 
= ~® L/im, d. For a morphism f: L~ L' in ( 't., 'r) 0 , define 
J(f): 6aa® L/imd~O\~®L' /imd' to be the b'\.._-homomorphism induced by 
1°1.Q..® f, where d': 61.11.~(L'l\1 1 )_,,. 0,t® 1 1 , Since (1"14-®f) (y(x) ® y 
- y(y) ®x - l ® [x,y]) = y(x) ® f(y) - y(y) ® f(x) - 1 ® f([x,y]) 
-y'(f(x)) ® f(y) - y'(f(y)) ® f(x) 1@ [f(x),f(y)], J(f)(imd)c imd' 
so that J(f) is well-defined. 
For any yin (';(.,°}-) 0 , Hn(Hom~~(J~(y),M)) is the nth cotriple 
lC. n+l n+l 
cohomology of y, where '"i(y)n = G (y) = (PU) (y) for n~O. 
Lennna 3.3: For any y:L,OJ in (:( ,°l ) 0 , Hom,~(J(y),M) is 
isomorphic to Der (y,M). 
Proof: Define p: Hom°l.Q.(J(y) ,M) ~Der (y,M) by p(f) (x) 
= f(l ® x), where f: J(y)-+M and x e L. Since p(f)·([x,y]) 
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f(l ® [x,y]) = f(y(x) ® y ~ y(y) ® x) = ~(x) f(l ® y) - y(y)f(l ® x) 
= y(x)p(f)(y) - y(y)p(f)(x),p(f) is well-defined. Define 
o: Der (y,M)--»Hom61iJ(y),M) by o(g)(a ® x) = a·g(x) for 
g: L ~M, a E: "J\ and x e L. Since o(g) (y(x) ® y - y(y) @ x 
- 1 ® [x,y]) = y(x)g(y) - y(y)g(x) - g([x,y]) = 0 and since 
o(g)(a'· (a® x)) = o(g)(a'a ® x) = a'a•g(x) = a'· (a·g(x)) 
= a'·cr(g)(a ® x) for all x,y ~Land for all a,a' e1~,cr(g) is well-
defined. Therefore p(o(g)) (x) == cr(g) (1 ® x) = g(x) and 
o(p(f))(a ® x) = a•p(f)(x) = a·f(l ® x) = f(a ® x) so that pis an 
isomorphism. 
0 Hence for any y in ( 1, ~) 9 the nth cotriple cohomology of y 
~ , Nil 
with coefficients in a ~ -module Mis given by H (y,M) 
n r ntt 
= H (Der(<Gi(y),M)L where '9CY\ = (PU) (y) for all n~O. 
In particular, if y = 1~ , the notation Rn( 61, ,M) will be used. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPARISON OF COHOMOLOGY THEORIES 
Let (;(,'1) 0 be the category of non-graded Lie algebras over°). Q 
is the augmentation ideal of "!e and J is the functor defined in section 
five of Chapter III (denoted by III, 5), n n ""n H 1 SH, and H denote the 
Hochschild; Shukla, and cotriple cohomologies, respectively. 
1. The Hochschild Cohomology of Lie Algebras as a Cotriple Cohomology' 
e Let G = SF as in III, 4 and let M be a a;}- -module. 
Definiti.on,· 4~1: The nth cotriple cohomology of j ~- coeffic-
"'n n ien.ts ~ ~ is given by H (6J,M) = H (Hom1e ( G (Q) ,M)). 
Note that this definition agrees with the cotriple cohomology in 
definition 3.2 because Q is a 0{=module, 
Lemma 4, 1: . For 1, in (1'/J) 0 , J(1,) ~ Q. 
Proof: Consider the diagram 
d . 
where P, e:, e:' are defined as in I, 3, n is the natural projection, 
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and 6 (a ® z) = az for a e 0l"" and z € i. Since 6d (1 ® x,..y) 
= o(x ® y 
For any w 
- y ® x - 1 ®[x,y]) = xy - yx - [x,y] 
=~a. ® x. € T("l) ®°}, define m(w) L i i 
= 0, iM d C: ker 6. 
= ~ a .x. € T ( °}). L i i 
Then mis a monomorphism because the multiplication in T(°}-) is 
defined by the tensor product. -1 Since pm= o(p ® 1), 6 (0) 
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-1 -1 -1 
= (p ® l)m p (O); But p (0) is the two-sided ideal I generated by 
elements of the form xy - yx - [x,y], where x,y € i, so that for any 
w € ker 6, w = (p ® 1) (w), where w € m -l (I). Write m(w) = Ilv. with w. 
1. 1. 
= a,. (x. y. - y. x. - [x. , y. ] ) S. e L · Since T ( °} ) is augmented, 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. l 1. 
T(1) = R + Q' so that we may write S. = r. + S'., where r. e Rand 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
I I -1 S. e Q • Since (p ® l)m (--S'.) = 0, d(r.p(a,.) 181 x./\y,) 
1. 1. l l 1. 1. 
= (p ® l)m-1 (w.) so that we im d and ker 6 c i.m d, ·For a e°)11.and 
l. 
z e°}, eo(a ® z) = e6(p(a) ® z) = e&(p ® l)(a ® z) = ep111(a ® z) 
= e'm(a ® z) = e' (az) = 0 because az e T(1) , n>O, so that im 6 = Q. 
n 
Hence J (1,) = 9b.t.® ";r / im d = °l.Q.® °t /ker o - im 6 = Q. 
Lemma 4.2: "'0 r-J H (°} ,M) = Der (1 ~ ,M), 
~--
Proof: From the chain complex ' ,; ' 
3 . 02 2 ~\ (Q) ~ (Q): · · · ~ G (Q)----'> G (Q) ~ G(Q) ~ . , Q, where on 
n L (-l)i a,i(Q) and Qli = c\.:,Gn-i, we obtain the cochain complex 
i=o "!, 
Ql(Q)*. ~ 01 2 0 ~Hom°}.e.(Q,M) Hom,,~(~~ Q,M) Hom,~(G (Q) ,M) ~ · · ·. 
NQ * H (°},M) = ker o1 ~Hom,a.CQ,M) so that by lemmas 3.3 and 4.1, 
"'O H ( °} ,M) ,..... Der (l"J ,M) • 
Lemma 4.3: (i (Q) is an R-split exact resolution of Q. 
Proof: ~ (Q) is just the un-normalized bar resolution S (5a"' ,Q) of 
Q, that is, S C°l"\Q) = °("® c0t·)n ® Q and o : S c,'\Q)~S 1 ("(",Q) is n . n n n-
n 
defined by on = L. (-1/· di with di"(Ao® li' ® .·. · ® /).ft ® q) 
i=O 
=·A0 ~ ••· ® AiAi+l ® •·· ® q. By corollary 2.2 and theorem 2.1 on 
pages ·281 and 282 in [9], ~(Q) is an R-split exact resolution of Q. 
An alternate proof of this lennna may be found in [10], corollary 3.2. 
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Theorem 4 .1: Hn ( °a ,M) is isomorphic to Der (1°1,M) for n = ·o .and to 
n+l H (°a ,M) for n>O. 
Proof: The first part is shown in lemma 4.2. For the second part 
consider the two chain complexes 
,e. n+2 
···--.°)~ d n+~ "A~n+l d n+l ~~n ___. .•... 
where the lowet complex is B(,~) and the upper complex is obtained from 
G (Q) by cutting off Cll(Q) and splicing on the exact sequence G(Q) 
0 
= °l.Q.® Q ~ ,.t..~ R-----. 0 with O (1 ® q) = ,q. Both complexes are R-
o 
split exact resolutions of R so _that by the comparison theorem they are 
chain equivalent. Therefore for n>O, 
ker on+l*/im on*,-..,; ker dn+2*/im dn+l* so that Rn(, ,M)...., Hn+\1,M). 
2 • Barr-Beek I s Acyc lie Mode 1 Theorem 
Let (G, e, 8) be a cotriple on a category Oland let 't-be a pre-
additive category with kernels. Assume tp.at IK = [Kn, 0n}n2::-l is a co-
chain complex of functors, that is, IK is the cochain complex: 
-1 -1 0 1 1 
O~K ~ K0 ~ K _o_,..,. n+l K __. ... 
where for each n2::-l, Kn: Dt __.. it- is a contravariant functor and 
n n n+l . 1 f . . f . ~n+l~n O o : K --+ K 1.s a natura trans ormat1.on sat1.s y1.ng o O = · • 
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Definition 4.2: \K is G-representable if and only if for each n~O 
Kn Kn KnG. · h · h · 1 e: --+ 1.s a coretract1.on, t at 1.s, t ere exists a natura trans-
n n n n n \V formation (retraction) 9 : K G-+ K such that 9 •K e: = 1 . " is G-
Kn 
acyclic if and only if there exists a contracting homotopy·{sn} 1 in n~-
the complex [KnG, onG}, that is, for each n~-1 there exists a natural 
n-1 
"' s 
= 1: for all n~O. 
KnG 
Remark: For a chain complex of functors, the dual statements 
constitute the definitions of G-representability and G-acyclicity. 
Theorem 4.2: If .a complex IKis G=representable and a complex IL is 
-1 -1 G-acyclic and if f: K ---.1 is .a natural transformation, then f can 
be extended to a natural chain transformation F: n<- IL and any two 
extensions-are chain homotopic. 
Proof: See Barr-Beck [2] or Shimada-Uehara-Brenneman [10]. The 
latter proof shows that theorem 4.2 is the usual c.omparison theorem in 
relative homological algebra. 
In particular, if IK and IL are both G-representable and G-acy~lic 
and if K-l = L-l then the extension is a chain equivalence. 
Lennna 4.4: Let (G,es6) be a cotriple on a pointed category Ot and 
let T: 01. ~ 't,. be a contravariant functor, where 'fr. is a preadditive 
category with kernels. Then the cochain complex 
0 <\ 2 0 +1 
TG : o~ T ~ TC ~ TG _,,,. ' . __,,. TGn __.!:,... TGn -+ where 
n 
J: L (-l)i T"'i, u v is G-representable and G-acyclic. 
n 
i=O 
Proof: For n~O, define Qn: 1'Gn+Z---+TGn+l by Sn = TGnt.. Then 
n n+ 1 n n+ 1 n+ 1 n n n 9 °(TG e:) = (TG 8) 0 (TG e) = T(G eoG A)= TG (Ge: 0 A) = TG (lG) 
= ·1 so that T G is G-representable. For n~-1, define 
TGn+l 
n+l n 
= ( ·l)n+lTGn+l b,o L (-1/T i G + I c-1/ T i G o(-l)ntd16 € € 
i=O i=O 
n 
= T(en+1G•Gn+16) + I (-l)n+i+l (T (Gie ·+2 +1 Gn-1 •Gn 6) 
i=O 
== 1 . n+Z so that T (i is G-acyc lie. 
TG 
3. Shukla and Cotriple Cohomologies of Lie Algebras 
Let G = ·PU as in III, 5 and let M be a°} -module. 
Definition 4.3: For ·any ·yin(~ ,i,) 0 , the nth cotripie. 
cohomology of y with coefficients in ~ is given by Hn(y,M) · 
n 
= H (Hom°l~(JG(y),M)). 
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Note that this definition agrees with the cotriple cohomology in 
definition 3. 2 because HomT- (J ,M) "'Der ( ,M) is a contravariant 
0 functor from ( -;t., i) to~· 
NO rv O Theorem 4.3: H (y,M)=Der (y,M) for y: 1-6} in (~,1) • 
Proof: Consider the diagram 
°}'l.. fiPZ (L)f\G2 (L) 0 .°f®, C2.(L) p Jc/ Cy) 
I 
1 dl I I I ~ I ! I 
I 
d 
"' of:tgf; (L)/\G (L) ~.e.® G(L) q, JG (y) 
where d 1 = J£G(y) - JGe(y) is the boundary operator in JG ,. p,q 
natural projection!?, dis defined as in III, 5 and 6 is defined 
0 
0 
are 
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analogous to d. By definition of the cokernel, the rows in the diagram 
are exact. We are going to define f3 such that q f3 = d1p. Recall that 
·we have a morphism e:G(y): G2 (L)~G(L) given by e:G(y)(<I;>) = I; for 
s e: G(L), where G2 (L) = R(<G(L)>)/I(S). In the diagram 
y 
both triangles commute. Applying G·to the upper triangle we obtain 
G (L) __ G...;.(y..i..;.) __ G (0a) 
Ge(y) f 
G2 (L) 
For any I; e: G(L), I; = I ri <xi>, where ri e: Rand xi e: L. Define 
Ge: (y) (<!;>) = <e: (y) (!;)>. Therefore we have e:G(y) (< I: r. <x.>>) 
1 1 
=·I: r. <x.> and Ge:(y)(<I: r.<x.>>) = <!: r.x.>. Define S(l:® <!;>) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
= 1 ® I; - 1 ® <e:(y)(s)>. Since dl p(l ® ~) = dl (1 ® ~) = (Je:G(y) 
- JGe:(y))(l ® <$>) = 1 ® e:G(y)(~) - 1 ® Ge:(y)(<I;>) = 1 ® S 
- 1 ® <e:(y)(~)> = q(l ® I; - 1 ® <e:(y)(I;)> = qf3(1 ® <I;>), then d1p = qf3. 
Let M be a °}-module and form the diagram 
0 
! 
2 ~ Hom (JG (y) ,M) ,,,_ 
p 
D 
1 
Hom (JG(y),M) 
o;-t. 
l q'' 
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Q. 2 2 
Homeij.._(~® G (L)f\.G (L) ,M) Hom6\q_ (°1.e..® G(L)/\,G(L) ,M) 
NQ 'i~ 
Since H (y,M) = ker d 1 , the proof will be completed after we estab-
lish the following three lemmas. 
* * * Lemma 4.5: Ker d 1 ~ ker d (\ ker ~ • 
* * * * Proof: Define A: ker d 1 ~ker d l\ker ~ hy A(f) = q (f). 
'i\: "'l\ 
Since the columns in the diagram are exact, q (f) e ker d , and since 
'i1\ 7, 'i1\ •k 
~ q (f) = ·~ d (f) 1 
·;',: 
Define µ.: ker d (\ 
Note that such an 
7, -J( 
f 
.," °'/( 
0, q (f) e ker ~ · so that A is well-defined. 
* 
··k ·';( 
ker ~ ~ker dl by µ, (g) f, where q (f) = g. 
* '" exists because g E: ker d im q . $ince 
* * * * * g e ker ~ , ~ (g) ~ q (f) = p d 1 (f) ;;;;; 0, and since p · is injective 
d *(f) = 0 so thatµ. is well-defined. Therefore fJ,A(f) = µ,(q*(f)) 1 
"'k * 
= f, Aµ,(g) = q (µ,(g)) = q (f) = g and 11. is an isomorphism. 
"'k .. k 
Lemma 4. 6: Ker d (\ ker ~ r-,.; U, where U is the class of all 
R-homomorphisms f': G(L)-M satisfying f' ([<x>,<y>]) = y(x)f' (<y>) 
- y(y)f' (<x>) and f' (i: r. <x,.>) = f' (<i: r.x,>) for all x,y, x. e L 
i i i i i 
and for all r. e R. 
i 
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* * * Proof: For any f e ker d f\ ker -~ ~ (f) = f~ = O, that is, 
f~(l ® <!;>) = f(l ~ !; - 1 ® <e(y)(s)>) = f( 1 ® I: r. <K.>) 
]. ]. 
- f(l ® <I: r.x.>) = O, where r. e Rand x. e L. Using the adjoint 
]. ]. ]. ]. 
isomorphisms Hom(G (L) ,M) E 
! 
~f . • Hom"l.ll.(of® G(L) ,M) and writing o/(f) 
~ Since d (f) = fd = 0, = f' we have f' (I: r. <ic'.3) = f' (<I: r .x.>). 
. ]. ]. ]. ]. 
fd(l. ®<K>l\<y>) = f(G(y)(<x>) ®<.Y> - G(y)(<y>) ®<x> 
- 1 ® [<ic>, .<y>]) = f(y(x) ® <y>) - f(y(y) ® <x>) - f(l ® [<K>,~]) 
= y (x) f (1 ® <y>) - ·y (y) f (1 ® <x>) - f (1 ®, [ <K>,<y>]) = O. From the 
adjoint isomorphism t we have f' ([<x>,<y>]) = y(x)f' (<y5) 
- y(y)f' (<Sc5), where x,y e: L. 
Lenuna 4.7: U~V, where Vis the class of all R-homomorphisms 
f": G(L)--.M satisfyin~ f"([<x>,<y>]) = y(x)f"(<y5) - ·y(y)f"(<x>) 
for all x,y e L and f" (n) = 0 for all n e ker · cr0 , where 
~o: R(<L>) ~ L is given by cr0 (<K>) = x. 
Proof: The first condition of each class is the same. Let 
f' e U and taken = -~ r . <x .·> such tha.t n e ker cr0 , that is·')~ r. x. ]. ]. ]. ]. 
-o. Since f' (n) = f' (I: r. <x:.>) = f' (I: r. <ic:'5) = f' (<I: r.x.>) 
. ]. ]. ]. ]. . ]. ]. 
f'(<O>) = 0, f' e V. Let f" e V and taken = 1I:r. <K.> - <I: r.x.>. 
]. ]. ]. ]. 
Since cr0 (n) = ·I: r .x. - I: r .x. = O, n e ker cr0 and since f" (n) ]. ]. ]. ]. 
= f"(I: r.<x.> - <I: r.x.>) = f"(I: r. <K .. >) - f"(<t r.x.>) = 0, f" e U. ]. ]. ]. ]. ]. ]. . ]. ]. 
The proof of theorem 4.3 is now complete because by lemma 2.3, 
V~Der (y,M). 
Let IE be the complex defined in II, 6 and let G = -pu as in III,5. 
Let I C D P l::i = E , that is. I Cb P 6. (y) = E (y) • 
n n • n n 
Proposition 4.1: The cochain complex Hom6t(E.,M) is G-represent-
able. 
Proof: Since P --t U we have ~: 1 -.up so that ~U: u-uc. 
Denoting U(L) by <L>, define ~<L> :<L>~ <G(L)> by ~<L>(<x>) 
= <<x>>. Consider the diagram 
where f(x) = <x>, N1 = ker cr0 , N1 ' = ker cr 0 ', a(<x>) = y(x) 
= a' (<<Sc,>). Then ycr0 = ot, G(y)cr0 1 = a', and G(y)f = y. Define 
c 0 (L)(I: ri<Ki>) = ~ ri <~> so that a'co<L) = ,a and therefore 
f cr0 = cr~ c 0 (L). If n e N1 , cr~c 0 (L) = fcr0 (n) = 0 so that 
c 0 (L) (N1) cN1. As in II, 2 we deftne inductively a product-
preserving chain map c (L): ti(L)--"> AG (L). To see that c: A~ b,.G is a 
natural transformation let g: L --+L 1 • be a morphism of Lie algebras 
and consider the diagram 
/J,.(L) ___ IJ. __ (g_) __ !}.(L') 
1 c (L) 1 c (L ' ) 
AG(L) /J,.G(g) /J,.G(L') 
For n = O, c 0 (L') A(g) 0 (<x>) c 0 (L')(<g(x)>) = <<g(x)>> 
=-<G(g)(<K>)> = b,.G(g) 0 (<<x>>) = AG(g)0 c 0 (L)(<x>). Assume that the 
. .diagram connnutes for all i<n. Then c (L') b,.(g) (<x>) 
n n 
= cn(L')(<gn_1 (x)>) = <cn_ 1 (L')(gn_ 1 (x))> and AG(g)n cn(L)(<x>) 
= b.G(g)n (<cn-l (L) (x)>) = <b,.G (g)n-l (cn-l (L) (x) )> so_ that by the in-
duction hypothesis the diagram connnutes for n and hence c is a 
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natural transformation. Define Q : E ----'> E G by Q = I CDPc, As in 
n n n n n 
II, 2 we define inductiveLy a product-preserving chain map. 
r (L): b.G (L)-+ l). (L) induced by e: (y): G (L) ~ L, that is, 
r 0 (L)(<<x>>) = <e:(y)(<x>)> = <x> and for n>O, r (L)(<y>) n 
= <r 1 (L) (y)>. As above, r: b.G ____,,.. t:. is a natural transformation so n-
that Ee:= I CDPr is a natural transformation. Then r 0 (L) c 0 (L)(<x>) n n 
= r 0 (L){<<x>>) = <x>. Assuming that r i (L)ci (L) = lt.(L). for all i<n, 
l. 
r (L)c (L)(<x>) = r (L)(<c 1 (L)(x)>) = <r 1 (L)c 1 (L)(x)> = <x> so n n n n- n- n-
that re = 1.6.° Since I CDP(rc) = I CDPr 0 t CDPc = I CDPlA, E e: 0 9 
n n n ,n L.l n n 
and the dual definition of G-representability is satisfied, 
Proposition 4.2: The cochain complex Hom"l-t.(J~ ,M) is G-
representable and G-acyclic, 
Proof: Immediate from lemmas 3.3 and 4.4. 
Proposition 4.3: SH1 (y,M) ~ tt0 (y,M), 
Proof: Immediate. from theorems 2.1 and 4.3. 
Let Der denote Der ( ,M) and let T denote Hom~~( ,M), where Mis 
a °a.2. -module, For IE , the Shukla comp le.x de.fined in II, 6, and for J ~ , 
the cotriple complex defined in III,5, we have the following diagram: 
0 --> Der ~ TE l -->'!» TE 2 ____,.,. ' ' ' ------;;. TE n -----:,,~ 
0 ---->~ Der ~ TJG --~:,, TJG2 ~ . ' ' --+ TJGn-----:,. 
Both rows are cochain complexes of contravariant functors. The upper 
complex is G-repre.sentable from proposition 4.1, the lower complex is 
G-represe.ntable. and G-acyclic from proposition 4.2, and the equality 
holds by proposition 4.3. In order to apply theorem 4,2, and hence. to 
obtain isomorphisms be.tween the Shukla and cotriple cohomology modules, 
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it remains to show that the upper complex is G-acyclic. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper is concerned with a discµssion of two cotriple cohomol-
ogies for Lie algebras and their relationship with the cohomology 
theories of Hochschild an,d Shukla. Categorical,algebra is the prin-:-
cipal tool used throughout.this research. 
An exposition of the HochJschild cohornology·of Lie algebras is· 
given in Chapter .I and the low-dimensional modules are calculated. 
In Chapter II; a modification .of Shukla's cohomology of Lie algebra 
is·constructed in a categorical setting and the modules of di!llension 
zero and one are obtained explicitly. 
By the construction of adjoint functors, two cotriples are defined 
in Chapter III. From these cotriples, one on th~ category of modules 
over an algebra and the other on the category of non-graded Lie 
algebras over a fixed Lie algebra, cohomology theories are defined, 
Finally, in Chapter IV, the complete comparison of the Hochschild 
cohomology of Lie algebras and the first cotriple cohomology is ob-
tained by means of.the comparison theorem. The one-dimensional 
Shukla cohomology module is shown to agree with the zero-dimensional. 
cohomology module defined by the second cotriple. Using the ,terminol-
ogy by Barr and Beck, the cochain complex employed for the calculation 
of the cotriple cohomology is shown to be G-representable and G-acyclic 
and that used for the calculation, of the Shukla cohomologies is shown 
5.0 
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to be G-:representable. 
The complete ·comparison.of-the Shukla and cotriple cohomologies, 
using the Acyclic Model Theorem~ requires the -Shukla complex to be 
G-acyclic. This G-acyclicity has.not been demonstrated and is.pro-
posed to further. r-es-earch. 
Altho-qgh·GlasslI).an [7] has disc~ssed-Dixmier's cohomology of Lie 
rings (Lie. algebras over the integers), this theory .has not. been 
interpreted as a,cotriple-cohomology. It is proposed that such an 
interpretation can be accomplisheq by means of the cotriple obtained 
I F 
from the adjoint pair (~,eP--- (R'h\,~), where (~,°a-) ii:! the category. 
L 
of .R-modules ove:i: °l , F ii;! the Jorgetful. functor, L (M)_ .is the free 
Lie al$ebra over M (see [4] , page 285), and L(f):L(M)---+°1- is the Lie 
algebra n1qrphism satisfying f = L (f) • i for the i_nclusion monomorphism 
i:M-+L(M). This interpretation would ·provide a partial answer to 
MacLane' s hope. (see (9] ~ page 317) tpat Dixmier' s formulation miiht 
be simplified, anq would provide further evidence that cotriple co~ 
homology givfs a unific;ation to the various·known cohomologies of Lie 
algebras,. as ha_s been conject.ured in [10,l'. 
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